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Neural processing: The logic of multiplication in single neurons
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Theory indicates that neural networks can derive
considerable computational power from a simple
multiplication of their inputs, but the extent to which
real neurons do this is unclear. A recent study of the
auditory localization pathway of the barn owl has shed
new light on this important question.
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According to Christof Koch [1] of the California Institute
of Technology, understanding how neurons implement
multiplication constitutes one of the most important and
challenging questions in neurobiology. This preoccupation
with multiplication may, at first sight, seem surprising. After
all, the primary purpose of the nervous system is to coordi-
nate adaptive behaviour in a changing environment — and
for most animals most of the time, being equipped for
mental arithmetic would seem like an optional extra in the
daily struggle for survival. To understand why Koch and
many of his colleagues show such a deep interest in multi-
plication, one must appreciate that multiplication is in fact
a close relative of another, far more fundamental opera-
tion, namely the logical ‘AND’ operation. Given the collo-
quial use of the word ‘and’, one could be misled into
thinking of AND as being akin to addition, not multiplica-
tion (‘two and a half hours’ are two hours plus 30 minutes,
not two hours times 30 minutes). In Boolean logic, however,
a AND b is true only if both a and b are true, while a AND
false is always false, in the same way as x TIMES zero is
always zero, regardless of x (Figure 1).
Logical AND operations are a fundamental ingredient
in the organisation of perception, as can be easily illus-
trated with a little thought experiment. Imagine you were
attempting to build an artificial bee, whose job it would be
to detect a type of flower which is recognisable by its red
colour AND its characteristic perfume. Assume that col-
leagues from the robotics lab have supplied you with ‘red
detectors’ and ‘perfume detectors’, and all that remains to
do is to combine the outputs of these detectors to construct
the insect’s ‘flower detector’. If you decided simply to sum
the outputs of the scent detector and the red detector, then
a very strong input to the red detector alone might produce
a stronger combined ‘flower signal’, than a modest input to
both detectors. Thus, we might end up with an artificial bee
that prefers big red double-decker buses to small pink roses.
By summing the inputs from the sensors, we perform an
operation that is more akin to the logical inclusive OR than
to AND. Multiplying the two input signals would clearly
be a much better strategy. The absence of one feature —
no flower scent on the red bus — would then suppress the
response to the other. If both features are present but
weak, multiplication of the inputs could lead to a supra-
linear enhancement of the output signal. This would allow
the artificial bee with a ‘multiplicative’ flower detector to
detect the small pink flower, while ignoring the big red bus.
Our artificial bee example shows how multiplying input
signals can provide a simple and elegant way of imple-
menting sensitivity to specific combinations of stimulus
features, and neuroscientists have frequently invoked mul-
tiplicative processes to explain a wide range of neurobio-
logical phenomena. One example is the facilitatory inter-
actions often observed when several inputs converge onto
a neuron. Neurons that receive inputs from more than one
sense organ — both eyes, both ears, or two or more differ-
ent sensory modalities — often respond only weakly, or
even not at all, to stimulation of just one of the input chan-
nels. These neurons may well generate reliable responses,
however, when the appropriate sense organs are stimulated
together. Responses of this type — which, at least over the
range of stimulus levels tested, resemble multiplicative
Figure 1
Tables comparing multiplication, addition, and
the Boolean logic operations AND and OR.
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Plus 0 1
0 0 1
1 1 2 
OR False True
False False True
True True True
Times 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 1
AND False True
False False False
True False True
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AND operations — have been reported for binocular
neurons in the visual cortex [2], ‘predominantly binaural’
neurons at various levels of the central auditory pathway
[3], and for neurons in the rattlesnake’s optic tectum that
combine visual and infrared signals [4]. 
Multiplicative operations may also be useful for matching
and combining information from separate input streams to
generate a unified percept of the world. For example,
models used to account for ‘stereo matching’ in both the
visual and auditory systems are often based on a cross-cor-
relation of the inputs between the two eyes or ears [5–7].
Inherent in this is a multiplicative interaction between
the inputs. These multiplicative theories of brain function
are very attractive. Their only drawback is that, with our
current understanding of the biophysical workings of single
neurons, it is not clear, how, or to what extent, the neural
hardware is capable of implementing a multiplication of its
inputs. An elegant new study [8] of the auditory localiza-
tion system of the barn owl has highlighted a useful way of
investigating these important questions.
Barn owls are able to use their very accurate directional
hearing to strike prey in complete darkness. To perform
this impressive feat, the barn owl auditory system has
evolved a number of specialisations, beginning with asym-
metric external ears. As a consequence of this asymmetry,
interaural level differences (ILDs) vary with elevation. In
contrast to mammals, these birds are therefore able to use
ILDs to localize sounds in the vertical plane and interaural
time differences (ITDs) for localization in the horizontal
plane. Neuronal sensitivity to these binaural cues first
appears in the owl’s brainstem, with separate nuclei
responsible for processing ILDs and ITDs [9]. They are
also initially encoded within frequency-specific channels,
reflecting the fact that — as in all vertebrates — the recep-
tor cells of the inner ear are tuned for sound frequency.
The emergence of space-specific neurons that respond
maximally to sounds coming from a particular direction in
space requires the merging of information both across dif-
ferent sound frequencies and between the ITD and ILD
pathways. This occurs in the owl’s midbrain, eventually
leading to the construction of a neural map of auditory
space, in a region known as the external nucleus of the
inferior colliculus (ICx).
Recent work by Peña and Konishi [8] now suggests that
space-specific neurons in the barn owl ICx become tuned
for the location of an auditory stimulus by multiplying
inputs from the ITD and IID pathways (Figure 2). These
researchers used intracellular electrode recordings in anaes-
thetized owls to measure postsynaptic potentials generated
by ICx neurons in response to different combinations of
ITDs and ILDs, which were presented over earphones.
They found that a model based on the product of the ITD
and ILD inputs could account for more of the observed
responses to combinations of these spatial cues than one in
which the synaptic potentials were assumed to add linearly.
The biophysical mechanisms responsible for the multi-
plicative behaviour of postsynaptic currents observed by
Peña and Konishi [8] are unclear, but one possibility is that
Figure 2
Multiplicative interactions in the barn owl’s
auditory localization pathway. Data are
schematic, after Peña and Konishi [8].
Neurons in the owl’s midbrain receive
converging inputs from two separate auditory
processing channels. Inputs from one channel
are tuned for ITDs (a), whereas inputs from
the other are tuned for ILDs (b). The
periodicity that exists in the ITD tuning curve
reflects the fact that, although the neuron
responds best to a single ITD, weaker
responses are also observed to its phase
equivalents. Barn owls localize sound sources
by combining ITD and ILD information. Peña
and Konishi’s data [8] indicate that, in ICx
neurons, converging inputs from ITD and ILD
channels interact in a multiplicative (c) rather
than an additive manner (d). Note that the
multiplicative interaction makes the neuron
more selective, enhancing its preference for
one particular ITD–ILD combination, thus
sharpening the neuron’s spatial receptive field.
EPSP, excitatory postsynaptic potential.
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NMDA receptors are involved. These receptors possess a
voltage-gated ion channel which is blocked by magnesium
when the membrane is hyperpolarized or at its resting
potential [10]. Excitatory synaptic currents will pass through
NMDA receptors when they are presented with the neu-
rotransmitter glutamate only if the membrane is partially
depolarized, which would typically occur as a result of
the simultaneous activation of another nearby excitatory
synapse. As a result of this dependency on two simultane-
ous conditions — presynaptic glutamate and postsynaptic
depolarisation — NMDA receptors have been referred to
as molecular AND gates.
In fact, the multiplicative properties of NMDA receptors
are probably more elaborate than those of a binary AND
gate [11]. Results by Jahr and Stevens [12] indicate that
the NMDA-receptor-gated channels are not always closed
below some threshold membrane voltage, and always open
just above that threshold. Rather, the receptors are prone
to undergo many rapid transitions between the open and
the blocked state, where the proportion of time spent in
the open state tends to increase monotonically as the
membrane voltage depolarises from about –60 to –30 mV.
Consequently, within this range of membrane voltages,
NMDA receptors can provide a positive feedback loop,
whereby small increases in depolarising inputs lead to
gradual increases in NMDA receptor current, which in
turn lead to further depolarisation and further increases in
NMDA receptor current. For membrane voltages well
above –30 mV, however, this response enhancement satu-
rates, the effects of the magnesium block become negli-
gible, and NMDA receptor currents behave in a linear,
additive fashion.
It is interesting to note that Peña and Konishi [8]
obtained their results precisely in the range of sub-thresh-
old voltages where NMDA receptors would be expected
to produce the most marked response enhancement. If
NMDA receptors are indeed responsible for the phenom-
ena observed by Peña and Konishi [8], then it is possible
that neurons in the barn owl ICx might move from a multi-
plicative mode of operation when processing low-intensity
auditory stimuli that are close to or below the neuron’s
threshold, to a linear, additive mode as stimuli become
more intense. In fact, it is important to bear in mind that
all the biophysical models that have been proposed so far
to explain how neurons might carry out multiplicative
operations work only over a limited range of input values.
Simply put, if we discover a neuron that seems to be able
to calculate 2 times 4 and 3 times 3, it might be unrealistic
to expect it to be able to calculate 9 times 17. Neverthe-
less, the notion that multiplication-like interactions are
likely to play an important role in the computations per-
formed by neurons is receiving support from a growing
number of studies.
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